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Application of BluWave crm

Expected Benefits from BluWave crm
* The CRM solution should firstly be a tool for the sales person to assist him to be more productive
and effective at his sales objectives.
* If the sales team can manage their leads, prospects, activities, quotes and opportunities more
easily this will free up more time to interact with clients. Studies show an average of 30% increase
in productivity if a system such as this is employed.
* The system can be used to track cold calling on potential prospects. The system emails
productivity stats to management on this process.
* The system can be used to track quotes and automatically generate follow-up reminders on these.
Quote documents can be uploaded and linked to each opportunity.
* Users will have instant access to quote follow-ups and a list of active new quotes. There is NO
MORE EFFECTIVE way to chase new business.
* The system can be used to manage customer service calls on existing customers and reporting
thereon. The cyclical calling function allows users to set up phone or visit cycles on any preferred
visit pattern. It also allows the user to plan their calls by route and then on a weekly basis to view
their call plan and rearrange the week as necessary to fit prospects in with customer calls.
* If your customer-facing staff are selling to their customers through the system then you will
develop your own “Up to Date Private Market Place” of customers and prospects. You can use the
system to generate targeted mailing lists and send marketing messages into your market place
using other bulk emailing software.
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The following functions can be applied:

Customer and Contact Management
The Companies and Contacts databases
stores and manages all your customers
and prospects. Companies can be
segmented into types, industries, areas
and groups. User defined fields allow
you to customize the system for your
business. Any number of contact people
can be stored per customer. Your
customers can be allocated to your
branches and sales staff within
branches.

Activity and Diary
Management
Schedule your customer and prospect
follow-ups using the Activity Management function. The system manages daily, weekly and monthly
views of each sales person’s diary.
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Opportunity Tracking (Managing the Sales Pipeline)
Use the Opportunity Tracking functions to manage new business acquisition.
 Define your own sales process for tracking the progress of your sales pipeline.
 The system generates a new business forecast based on expected order dates
and sales
probability percentages.
 Each sales person can view his pipeline visually on his homepage. Additional graphing on the sales
person’s dashboard details progress against target.
Upload and link your tender or quote documents to each opportunity.

Performance Dashboard
This page presents a visual summary of the sales person’s sales environment. The recent
opportunities, activities, contacts and companies are displayed. A graphical “funnel” representation
of your sales pipeline is represented. New leads flowing into the system are also visible.
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Manage your Territories with Cyclical Planning
The BluWave crm Cycle Planner feature allows all BluWave CRM users to create recurring
activities for e.g. cyclical telephone calls and visits for customers and prospects. In addition, the
cycles can be planned using routes and areas so as to minimise the sales person’s travel time across
his territory.
The new feature has some in-built flexibility that designed to assist the sales person when he plans
his calls for next week, allowing him the flexibility to move calls around to minimise his travel time.
If the sales person is required to make appointments with customers, the system speeds up that
process as the activities are already in the system he simply needs to enter the arranged time and
the system will send the related appointment invite to the customer and then also book in the sales
person’s calendar.

Cycle Planner
displays
recurring activity
sorted by Route
& Area

Flexible Recurrence Policies
There is unlimited flexibility on the recurrence periods that can be defined. Some typical patterns
that can be defined:






every first Monday of the month
every Wednesday fortnightly
annually on the first Monday in April
every second day
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Quotes Automation
Use this function to generate customer quotations. This function is a great productivity booster for a
sales person as it achieves 4 processes from one input.
 Select the items to be quoted and then generate a .PDF quotation document – this can be
emailed or printed for the customer. It can also be cc’ed to managers.
 At the same time as you prepare the quote, the system automatically posts this opportunity
into your opportunity pipeline and
 Thirdly, generates a quote follow-up activity for the sales person in the activity management
function.
 Lastly the system files the emailed quote into the activity history of the customer and the
document storage area of the system.
Specific features of quotes automation include:
 Upload products and pricing from an excel file. Maintain the pricing from regular uploads from
your Excel price lists.
 For each product to be quotes the following is accommodated: cost and selling prices – track
margins as you quote if required; Product codes and descriptions, product groups or classes for
easier selection of items onto quote; A detailed product “narrative” – this can be paragraphs of
text that are required to be included on the quotation to describe the product features; a linked
document such as a .pdf brochure, specification sheet or picture that can be emailed to a
customer with the quote when this product is quoted.
 Pictures of products can be included in the generated quotation.
 You can track quote Margins if you upload costs and selling prices (this is optional).
 The system tracks revisions of the same quote number. Each quote emailed is automatically
filed into the document management storage area of BluWave crm.
 When a quote is emailed, this email is automatically filed into the activity history of the
customer with a link to the quote document.
 Multiple options or paragraphs can be included in one quotation. This is useful for quoting
alternative offerings – in which case you can indicate alternatives so as not to inflate the
opportunity value. It can also be used to quote multiple products on the same quotation.
 A quote approval process can be activated where sales staff vary the selling prices.
 Two quote input formats are accommodated for differing pricing methods – work from cost price
or from selling prices.
 Customer contract pricing can be stored and will default onto customer quotes.
 Multiple price lists can be stored and customers flagged for the appropriate price list –
integrates to Pastel multiple price lists.
 Two printed quote formats are accommodated in the standard system.
We cn provide customised quotes automation and quote out puts. A sample quotation for one of
the quote formats is below:
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Automatic Push Graphs
A unique feature of BluWave crm is a function to allow you to configure the system to proactively
send you regular statistics on your sales team’s progress. Users can see their own stats and
management can receive performance stats on their whole team.
There are currently 5 key graphs that can be requested at different levels (restricted by the users
access levels) Company, branch or user and at a user specified frequency.
Currently the system can generate emailed graphs on the following statistics:
 No of New Enquiries
 No of Quotes issues v’s a target no of quotes for a month
 Number of sales v’s a target number of converted opportunities per month
 Sales forecast - value in the pipeline v’s the targeted monthly turnover from new business
 Conversion rate of quotes to sales as a percentage.
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Integration to Email & Calendaring Clients
BluWave crm integrates to Outlook and most web-based (such as Gmail) email and calendaring
software. Post appointments in Outlook and they will be automatically posted to your calendar.
Send customer emails and they are stored in BluWave crm.
The Email Filing feature of BluWave crm allows you to automatically file your incoming and
outgoing email by simply BCCing or forwarding your emails to the BluWave Server email address.
Tracking customer relationships and sales in progress is now easier than ever before with BluWave
crm.
The filed emails will be stored as part of the activity history of the customer in chronological order
with your telephone call and face to face call reports. You can file email from any email software
program – either desktop email clients or web-based email client software including: Outlook, Lotus
Notes, GroupWise, Google Mail.

Workflow Automation
Businesses cannot achieve ROI from CRM by renting a CRM system and feeding in data. Process
automation is one method of reaping rewards from CRM.
The following benefits accrue from process automation:
 Consistent performance from the sales team
 Improved productivity
 Repeatable successes
 Improved responsiveness to customers to enhance customer satisfaction levels
Often the sales and marketing processes of a business are the least documented and structured
areas of the business. Customers who focus on the processes will find areas that can be automated.
This frees up sales staff to concentrate on the “Art” of selling that is not yet easy to automate,
spending time developing deal propositions, discussing customer requirements and negotiating and
closing sales.
The following are the types of processes that can be automated in BluWave crm:


Automation of tedious manual processes e.g. feeding of web enquiries directly into your
CRM database. Built into BluWave CRM is a free automated web service which allows all
customers to push their web site enquiries directly into the BluWave CRM database.



Business process to assign resources based on an event e.g. automate the allocation of
leads from a website based on a product or region selection. For example you can use the new
workflow function to trigger an email and a task for the sales person to whom you have routed
the lead.



Triggering of client facing events e.g. personalised responses to a sales enquiries. For
example, an automated campaign that sends a weekly personalised email directly to the
potential customer “from the sales person” to deliver a message about a function and the
benefits thereof.



Automated prompts on customer anniversary dates e.g. contract renewals or customer
equipment service prompts.
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Prompts to the sales team to monitor critical processes, for example, with the new
workflow process in BluWave you can trigger an internal email to senior manager when a new
high value opportunity is raised in the system.

Workflow Designed for Ease of Use by Users
In all our development efforts we strive to develop practical solutions that an SME can easily apply
without having to bring in experts. The design of the new function is wizard driven with 4 easy steps
to follow to add an automated process to BluWave crm.
The graphic below is a picture of the wizard driven process.

Document Management
Use the Document Management function of BluWave crm to store all your marketing documentation that
your sales team will use to send to customers such as brochures, specifications and pictures. Once Uploaded onto
the BluWave crm server, they can be used by your sales team to forward to customers via the Email function
of BluWave crm or by attaching them to quotations prepared in BluWave crm.
In addition, if you prepare customer proposals or quotations outside of BluWave crm then each sales person
has a private “Quotes” folder where he can store his quotations and attach them to the sales opportunity. In this
way they can be accessed by management from the opportunity and can be forwarded by the sales person from
the BluWave crm email function.

Mailing List Management
The system has a list generation function to allow you generate lists for email or sms merges. You
can generate lists on company details, contact details, activity history and opportunity tracking
history. Generate targeted lists and output to TouchBase Pro or any web-based mailing package;
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Touchbase Pro allows you to customize your own HTML message with text and graphics or pictures;
Use pre-defined templates to enhance the look of your message; The mail monitor tracks response
rates of your marketing messages, numbers of reads, click-throughs etc. In addition the bounces
and un-subscribes are saved in your TouchBase account. This function will integrate with any webbased email merge software.

Leads Management
A web service is available for your web developer to post enquiries directly from your web site to a
the sales staff in BluWave crm. If this is done the uses will see the new leads on their home
page at startup time. The leads database stores all new enquiries. They can be imported from lists
or your website. Once actioned by a sales person and qualified they can be automatically transferred
to the CRM database for further processing. Use this database for outbound canvassing to process
leads prior to sales qualification.

Integration with Sales Invoice History
In order to effectively manage the sales team an analysis of sales activity against sales results is
essential. BluWave crm has an interface to your financials allowing you to upload invoice history
per customer and sales person. The financial integration module emails daily sales history to the
BluWave crm server from your financial system. Most local systems supported including Pastel
Partner and Evolution, Syspro, SAP & Accpac.
The interfaces already available including the web services to automatically import these items
include:







Product codes descriptions and groups.
Product costs and up to 10 price lists.
Customers or Debtors
Customer contract or special pricing
Customer group pricing
Sales history
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The following displays a view of a customer’s sales history in this case the customer is “DEF
ENGINEERING”. You can select to view sales at product detail level or grouped into product categories.

Switch between
sales in rands or
sales volumes
(Tons, KGs, Litres)
using this radio
button.

This View display year to date sales month by month for each product sold to the customer – you
can select a summarised view by product category. The user can also select to view unit sales for
the year if you are tracking sales volumes. The variance to year to date budget is also calculated.
Total sales are displayed at the bottom of the page for this customer year to date.
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